Robert’s Illegal Policy Making at the Judicial Conference of the US
At the top of its “About the Judicial Conference” 1 page on the Conference’s website in large italic letters,
between two lines, the Conference boldly declares and asserts that it is “the national policy-making body
for the federal courts.” In fact, the Conference’s constitutive function is to regulate, limit, control, and
discipline the conduct of the federal judges in order to protect the Constitution and nation from federal
judges making policy. In fact, the federal judiciary is the weakest branch and has no political, legislative,
or executive discretion, authority, right, power, or jurisdiction to legislate or execute.
any policy making by Roberts or the Conference is a colossal violation of the Constitution and canons of
reason. It would authorize the federal judges to act outside of their authority, maliciously, dishonestly,
fraudulently, and criminally, and still be protected by the presiding officer at the Conference, and under
the doctrines of judicial interpretation, independence and immunity in court. It would also authorize
federal judges to authorize state judges to act outside of their authority.
Roberts has authorized a policy called the “domestic relations [and domestic violence] exception [DRE] to
federal subject matter jurisdiction,” and authorized the federal judges to use the DRE policy to dismiss all
constitutional actions involving private property, freedom of religion, speech and political expression, and
private morals based on the false predicate that the DRE policy is a “legitimate judicial doctrine of
deference to federalism in family law.” Roberts has done so being consciously aware that the DRE is an
illegal act that authorizes state judges to assert jurisdiction over the America people’s most protected,
substantial and unassailable freedoms, liberties and rights without neutral principles or due process, and.
Roberts did this knowing the DRE illegally abrogates the American people’s power to petition government
for redress without fear of punishment or reprisals at the state and federal level.
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